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Why is this topic important? Endotracheal intubation (ETI) is a common and critically important procedure performed by emergency physicians. Recently, video laryngoscopy (VL) has become widely available as an alternative option to direct laryngoscopy (DL). Based on low-to-moderate certainty evidence, the authors of a Cochrane review concluded that VL may increase ETI success and decrease hypoxic events and esophageal intubation compared with DL in adults undergoing any ETI. (1) Subsequently published data further support these findings.

How will this change my clinical practice? Emergency physicians should have VL available, and those who have not attained proficiency with it need to master this essential skill.

Focus Points:

1. VL should be considered as a first-line option for ETI, especially in patients with known or predicted difficult airway.

2. VL and DL are different techniques requiring different skill sets. Mastery of both is imperative for emergency physicians. Because mastery of one technique does not equate to mastery of the other, continuing lifelong training and experience with both techniques is crucial.

Background:

A Cochrane review of 222 studies including more than 21,000 adults found that VL may increase ETI success and first-pass success and improve glottic view, while decreasing esophageal intubation and hypoxemic events, compared with DL. (1) The increase in ETI success was more pronounced in patients with known or predicted difficult airway.
Importantly for emergency physicians to know, most patients included in these studies were undergoing planned ETI in the operating room (OR). These were not emergent ETIs. In the subgroup of ETIs performed outside of the OR setting (11 studies including 1,846 cases), there was no statistically significant difference in the rate of successful intubation (relative risk for failed ETI with VL = 0.68, 95% CI = 0.42-1.09). The Cochrane review did not assess other outcomes for this subgroup.

Previous systematic reviews of studies outside the OR have reported lower rates of esophageal intubation with VL, but there was little evidence for improvement in other outcomes, such as hypoxemia, ETI success, or first-pass success. (2-4)

Two contributions to the literature since the Cochrane review warrant special attention. The first is data from the National Emergency Airways Registry. Analysis of this observational database of thousands of emergency intubations and other observational studies indicates an association between VL and higher first-pass intubation success compared with DL. (5,6). Second, the 2023 DEVICE study randomized 1,417 emergency department or intensive care unit adult patients to VL versus DL. (7) Almost all intubations were performed by trainees with a median of 50 prior intubations and more VL than DL experience. The trial was stopped early after an interim analysis found significantly higher first-pass success with VL than DL (85% versus 71%). There were no differences in adverse events or clinical outcomes.

Endotracheal intubation can be accomplished successfully using VL or DL. VL may increase first-pass ETI success compared with DL, especially in patients with known or predicted difficult airways. Because VL and DL are different techniques, emergency physicians need to learn and maintain mastery with DL in order to be prepared for instances of VL failure, which do occur, most frequently in cases when blood, vomit, or other substances in the airway obscure video views, as well as power or technical failure of the VL devices.

This is level 1 evidence. (8)
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**Resources for additional learning:**

https://litfl.com/video-laryngoscopy/

https://rebelem.com/video-laryngoscopy-direct-laryngoscopy-trainees/

https://thesgem.com/2014/05/sgem75-video-killed-direct-laryngoscopy/

https://www.theairwaysite.com/
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